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Abstract—In this paper, a new decisively important factor in
both the perceptual and the automated piano–guitar identiﬁcation
process is introduced. This factor is determined by the nontonal
spectral content of a note, while it is, in practice, totally inde-
pendent of the note spectrum tonal part. This conclusion and
all related results are based on a number of extended acoustical
experiments, performed over the full pitch range of each instru-
ment. The notes have been recorded from six different performers
each of whom played a different instrument. Next, a number of
powerful criteria for the classiﬁcation between guitar and piano is
proposed. Using these criteria, automated classiﬁcation between
754 piano and guitar test notes has been achieved with a 100%
success rate.
IndexTerms—Musicalinstrumentclassiﬁcation,noontonalspec-
trum, timbre identiﬁcation, timbre recognition.
I. INTRODUCTION
T
HE term timbre refers to the attributes of sound that play
an important role in the perception of speech and music.
According to the American National Standards Institute, timbre
is deﬁned as “that attribute of auditory sensation in terms of
which a listener can judge that two sounds similarly presented
and having the same loudness and pitch are dissimilar” [1].
In many of the early studies on instrument timbre, perceptual
experiments have been performed to relate acoustic perception
with several spectral and temporal characteristics of acoustic
signals. Clark et al. [2] found that timbre is associated with the
attack transient, using modulation during the steady state of a
note. Strong and Clark [3], [4] interchanged spectral and tem-
poral envelopes of sounds produced by wind instruments and
found that the results are instrument dependent.
In addition, a considerable amount of research has been done
in order toﬁnd theperceptual dimensions of musical instrument
timbre. Grey [5], Grey and Gordon [6], Grey and Moorer [7],
used Multidimensional Scaling to put in evidence the main per-
ceptual dimensions of timbre. Similar results were presented by
Krumhansl [8] and McAdams [9]. Although many studies have
been presented emphasizing the importance of the note onset
for instrument identiﬁcation, Kendall [10] demonstrated that in
musical phrases, properties of the steady state are at least as im-
portant as transient properties.
The results of the aforementioned studies have been applied
to the development of musical instrument identiﬁcation sys-
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tems. First attempts on computer identiﬁcation included a very
limited number of instruments and note ranges. Kaminsky and
Materka[11]usedfeaturesderivedfromthenote’senergyenve-
lopeandaneuralnetworkclassiﬁertodiscriminateguitar,piano,
marimba and accordion tones over an one-octave band. De Poli
and Tonella [12] used a Self Organizing Map to classify sounds
with a procedure similar to Grey’s. Cosi et al. [13] used fea-
tures based on an auditory model followed by a neural network
to classify instruments. Most of the recent musical instrument
identiﬁcation systems have already shown a respectable level
of performance. However,theyhaven’tdemonstrated the ability
of generalization i.e., the ability of the system to perform suc-
cessful timbre identiﬁcation among instrument recordings dif-
ferent from those used during the training procedure. Martin
[14], [15] presented a system that operates on single isolated
notes played over the full pitch ranges of 15 orchestral instru-
ments and uses a hierarchical classiﬁcation framework. Recog-
nition was performed using temporal features calculated from
the outputs of a log-lag correlogram. Brown [16] used cepstral
coefﬁcients calculated from oboe and saxophone samples and
managed to develop a hierarchical classiﬁer. Herrera et al. [17]
have presented a very informative review on the techniques that
have been so far proposed for automatic classiﬁcation of mu-
sical instruments.
In this paper we have tackled the problem of piano and guitar
timbre determination and classiﬁcation. We have chosen to deal
with these two instruments since their discrimination presents
serious difﬁculties for the following reasons.
• The timbre of those two instruments is quite similar. In
manyinstancesevenanexperiencedauditorcannotdecide
whether the note he is listening to comes from a piano or
a guitar.
• Piano and guitar have overlapping frequency ranges and
their sound production mechanism is based on string vi-
bration. Moreover, in many instances, both instruments’
notes show similar patterns of time decay.
• A fully successful automated classiﬁcation of piano and
guitar timbre has not, so far, been achieved, especially
when numerous notes coming from various instruments
are considered. Systems presented so far have not demon-
strated the ability of generalization. One main reason for
thismaybethefactthatthesesystemsarebasedonseveral
acoustical characteristics, which are not associated with
the kernel of the timbre.
• The question where exactly the timbre lies for both piano
and guitar has not been answered so far.
Infact,aseriesoforiginalexperimentsispresentedthatallow
forthediscriminationofpianoandguitartimbre.Basedonthese
experiments, a very important factor in the timbre identiﬁcation
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process, both perceptual and automated, is introduced, namely
thenontonalspectralcontentofanote.Theterm“nontonal”part
of the spectrum is used to describe the frequency components
located between the main peaks.
As it will be shown hereafter, this dimension can provide a
number of powerful criteria for the classiﬁcation of musical in-
struments. The efﬁciency of these criteria is demonstrated in the
case of piano–guitar discrimination, and a system for the auto-
mated classiﬁcation between piano and guitar is presented that
exhibits a success rate of 100%, independently of the choice of
the training/test set.
II. PERFORMED EXPERIMENTS TO STUDY
PIANO AND GUITAR TIMBRE
A. An Experimental Material and Evaluation Group
All related experiments have been performed on 1538 iso-
lated notes sampled at 44100 Hz over the full pitch range of
each instrument. We remind that the fundamental frequencies
of piano notes range from 27 Hz to 4160 Hz, while those of
guitar notes range from 90 Hz to 990 Hz. From the gathered
notesamples612wereisolatedguitarnotes,while926wereiso-
lated piano ones. The average note duration is around 1.8 sec.
All of them have been recorded from six different performers
playing a different instrument each, i.e., six different pianos and
six different guitars. About 30% of the guitar notes were gen-
erated by plectrum while the rest by a human ﬁnger. Recorded
notes of half of the performers and half of the instruments have
been used as a training set, while those of the other performers
playing the remaining instruments as the test set. In this way, a
training set has been obtained consisting of 483 piano and 301
guitar sample notes, as well as a test set consisting of 443 piano
and311guitarsamplenotes.Noticethatanumberofpianonotes
have been produced by the performer so as to bear timbre char-
acteristics, which resemble the guitar ones, and vice-versa. Fi-
nally, the acoustic experiments’ evaluators were ﬁve persons,
two professors of musicology and musicians as well, one pro-
fessional musician and two amateur music lovers.
Recordingswere madebothinstudioand inan ordinaryenvi-
ronment, for example a room, a laboratory, a large lecture hall,
etc., using digital media. No processing other than the editing
of the useless material before and after the sound objects was
performed.
B. Timbre Investigation and Determination Experiments
The timbre of an instrument depends on characteristics that
appear throughout the whole frequency and time domain. In
order to verify this statement, we have performed a number of
experiments on the available note samples, with the following
results.
1) We have removed the ﬁrst milliseconds of all recorded
piano and guitar notes up to 200 ms and we have ob-
served that the sense of timbre is slightly but not essen-
tially reduced, conﬁrming the results of other researchers
[18]–[20].
2) Wehavecreatedharmonicseriescorrespondingtovarious
fundamental frequencies and we have imposed to them
typical guitar and piano envelopes, in both time and fre-
quency domain. The resulted signals acoustically approx-
imated naturally produced notes by guitar and piano, re-
spectively,butnotalwaysatasatisfactorylevelandsome-
times poorly. Similar results are obtained if one places the
harmonic series’ frequencies not at integral multiples of
the pitch frequency, but on the partials’ exact frequency
positions of the naturally produced note, whose envelope
is used. We have employed this alternative method espe-
cially in the case of piano notes, since it is well known
that their partials are not exactly harmonic. This experi-
ment does not aim at synthesizing guitar or piano notes.
On the contrary, it demonstrates that the time envelope of
a piano or guitar note, alone, does not allow for a perfect
recognition of the identity of the instrument.
3) We have proceeded a bit further than experiment No2 by
performing the following: Firstly, we have reduced all
notes to a common length, say 65536 samples. Consider,
next, a tonal peak of the DFT magnitude of an arbi-
trarynote,locatedsayatfrequency .Moreoverconsider
all spectral information located around in the interval
, where is the greatest in-
teger smaller than such that ,
and is the smallest integer greater than such
that . We call all this spectral in-
formation “the lobe”. The constant a corresponds to a
suitably chosen small value, say .
Subsequently, we have taken numerous pairs of notes
of the same pitch, one of a guitar and the other of a piano.
For each such pair, we spotted the main peaks of the DFT
magnitude and the corresponding lobes. Next, we
have created artiﬁcial signals by means of the following
procedure.
For each peak of the two notes at the same or nearby
frequency, we have exchanged the corresponding lobes,
namelyintheguitarnoteDFT,wehavereplacedtheguitar
lobes with the piano lobes of the same or nearby fre-
quency, and vice versa. In other words, as long as the n-th
partial exists both in the guitar and piano notes in hand,
we exchange the two n-th lobes’ magnitude and phase,
independently of their exact peak’s position. To accom-
plish the exchange procedure we use the following rules
of thumb.
• Wherever the inserted lobe is of greater width than the
removed one, the incomer’s values prevail.
• Wherever the inserted lobe is of smaller width than the
removed one, then magnitude and phase interpolation
is performed to ﬁll the gap.
• In both cases, to avoid abrupt transitions, smoothing
is applied in magnitude and phase in a few samples
around the points of change.
Next, we have performed the inverse DFT in the obtained
spectra. The acoustical impression of the obtained real
signal indicated that in some cases there was a slight shift
of the “sound color” of the one instrument to the other,
while in most cases there was no essential change in the
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andtheamplitudeofthelobes,bythemselvesdonotallow
for a perfect recognition of the piano and guitar identity.
4) The most characteristic experiment was associated with
the division of the spectral pattern into a tonal and a non-
tonal part. This division may be achieved by the method
proposed and described below. However this division can
be performed by the Spectral Synthesis Method (SMS),
too [21], [22]. SMS is an efﬁcient method, but we have
preferred the subsequent one since, in some instances, it
offers a more accurate representation of the nontonal part.
Thus, we have removed all spectral information outside
the tonal peaks’ lobes of many guitar and piano notes,
we have performed inverse DFT on the remaining infor-
mation and, as a result we noticed that an essential part
of the corresponding timbre sensation was lost. In other
words, the experiment demonstrates that if one removes
the nontonal spectral information, then the color of the
note drastically changes and the sensation of the identity
of the instrument that has generated it, is lost.
The aforementioned experiments indicate that the
associated factors, by themselves do not allow for a
perfect recognition of the identity of the two instruments.
However, experiment no. 4, together with no. 5, to be
presented below, indicate the existence of a new factor
very important to piano–guitar timbre perception and
automated classiﬁcation. We will demonstrate that this
factor forms the basis of an automated timbre discrimi-
nation procedure with 100% success rate, independently
of the pitch, the performer and the quality of sound
registration, provided that this quality lies above a certain
acoustical threshold. In fact, we have performed the
following experiment, as well:
5) We have removed the tonal part of the DFT, namely all
spectral information lying on the note tonal series peak
lobes. In this way, only the nontonal spectral part of the
note, say remains. The energy is a very
small fraction of the overall note energy. Next we have
takentheinverseDFTof ,whichwecall INT.Sub-
sequently, by acoustically testing the INT of all guitar and
piano notes we have observed that, in the case of piano,
it includes a knock or hammer sound, while in the case
of guitar a strumming sound. Notice that INT contains an
essential part of the attack but it incorporates in addition
a serious amount of other instrument related information,
as well, including the way the excitation fades out with
time. The timbre of these sounds seems to characterize
each instrument. Therefore the nontonal spectral part of
the notes could be used for the effective discrimination
between piano and guitar.
C. Experiments and Characteristics of the Non-Tonal
Spectral Part
A typical sound signal of a piano or a guitar note is character-
izedbyanumberofpartialsproducedbytheharmonicvibration
of the instrument strings. However, there are additional nonhar-
monicmodesofvibrationthatmayaffectthesoundoftheinstru-
ment.Allperformedexperimentsshowthatthespectrallocation
of the nontonal components is characteristic of piano and guitar
instruments.In otherwords, theperformed experimentsdemon-
stratethatifoneremovesthenontonalspectralinformation,then
the color of the note drastically changes and the sensation of the
instrument that has generated it, is lost.
More speciﬁcally, we have observed the following:
1) In the guitar case, the magnitude of the nontonal spec-
trum manifests few, usually one, dominant peaks located
below 600 Hz.
2) In the piano case on the contrary, the magnitude of the
nontonal spectrum is more equally distributed,exhibiting
a wider shape, usually with considerably more dominant
peaks.
For both piano and guitar, there are several quantitative features
of the nontonal spectral magnitude that retain their value in cer-
tain intervals characteristic of the instrument, independently of
the note pitch. From the acoustical point of view there is a clear
discrimination between the two classes of the nontonal content,
one corresponding to the guitar and the other to the piano.
III. NONTONAL SPECTRUM EXTRACTION AND
CLASS REPRESENTATIVES
The extraction of the nontonal content of a note is performed
in the frequency domain, as described below. The DFT is ap-
plied to the note signal and the magnitude of the trans-
formed signal is calculated. Subsequently, all partials are
spotted and the amplitudes of the corresponding peaks are esti-
mated. Around each of these peaks, a region is deﬁned so as to
include the whole spectral lobe (see Fig. 1). The boundaries of
the region correspond to the frequencies for which the spectral
magnitude becomes equal to 2% of the peak amplitude of the
lobe. By zeroing all these spectral regions that include the tonal
spectral lobes of the signal, elimination of the lobes is achieved.
In this way a curve is obtained that we call “nontonal spectral
pattern” of the note (see Fig. 2). Alternatively, one can obtain
the nontonal part of a note zeroing the DFT value of all samples
in the interval , where
is the frequency of each DFT peak. Next, in order to reduce
the effect of the zero-magnitude DFT points, both linear and by
spline interpolation have been used in the nontonal pattern of
the note in hand, with similar results. Finally, the interpolated
unknown note nontonal pattern is smoothed by sliding
a moving average sample window throughout its length with
samplestep1,toobtainthesmoothedpattern .Namely,
wehaveappliedthroughout theoperator ,obtaining
(3.1)
A good choice of , although not unique, seems to be
, which is independent of the pitch of the note. In this way,
the note’s “ﬁnal nontonal pattern” is obtained (see
Fig. 3).FRAGOULIS et al.: AUTOMATED CLASSIFICATION OF PIANO–GUITAR NOTES 1043
Fig. 1. Plot of an isolated DFT lobe magnitude. Dotted line: nontonal DFT part. Solid line: DFT lobe.
Fig. 2. Typical nontonal spectral pattern of a piano note.
In ordertoobtaina patternrepresentingallthenontonalspec-
tral patterns of an instrument, which we call “pattern class rep-
resentative” or, to put it simply, “class pattern” ,w eh a v e
applied the following technique.
First, we ensure that all training set notes’ DFT’s are reduced
to the same window length samples. The cor-
responding pattern of all notes of the training
set, where , is extracted and normalized to
unit energy. For each point of the standard DFT half window of
length,onecomputesthemeanvalueofall
, via
(3.2)
In this way, one class pattern for guitar and another other
class pattern for piano are obtained, which are depicted
in Fig. 4. This ﬁgure shows that these patterns are essentially
different.
At this point, in order to test the sensitivity (dependence) of
the class pattern in connection with the note pitch, we found the
pitch of all available notes of the training set and grouped these
notes according to their pitch value. Subsequently, we consid-
eredvariousdivisionsoftheavailablepitchrangeintofrequency
bands and we formed the pattern class representative for each
such band, for both instruments. A corresponding example is
shown in Fig. 5 and 6, where the whole pitch range is divided
into the following three bands.
1) For the guitar: Band 1 [90–166) Hz, Band 2: [167–660)
Hz, Band 3: [661–990] Hz.1044 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON AUDIO, SPEECH, AND LANGUAGE PROCESSING, VOL. 14, NO. 3, MAY 2006
Fig. 3. Final nontonal spectral pattern of Fig. 2 piano note, after interpolation and smoothing.
Fig. 4. Estimated class patterns for guitar and piano.
2) For the piano: Band 1: [27–166) Hz, Band 2: [167–660)
Hz, Band 3: [661–4160] Hz.
and the pattern class representative has been formed for each
suchbandseparately.Fromtheseﬁgures,itisinferredthatinthe
guitar case, the representative patterns manifest small variation
for all three bands, while in the piano case there is a somewhat
greater pattern variation as we move from lower to higher fre-
quencies. However, a careful examination of Fig. 7, where the
pattern class representatives for all three frequency bands for
both guitar and piano are depicted, shows that there are certain
features of these patterns that remain invariant. These features
can be used for timbre classiﬁcation with excellent results, as it
will be demonstrated below.
Regarding the sensitivity of these patterns to loudness, we
would like to point out that the variation of both and
patterns is too small to prevent a perfect recognition, provided
that no distortion (clipping) occurs. Concerning noise, it does
not essentially affect the shape of these patterns either, provided
it remains below an acoustically acceptable limit. Almost 65%
of the available single note samples have been recorded in a
natural, nonacoustically isolated environment, e.g., in a room,
in a laboratory or in an large lecture hall, where there was a
natural background noise.
IV. EXTRACTING PIANO–GUITAR DISCRIMINATION FEATURES
AND DEFINING EFFECTIVE CLASSIFICATION CRITERIA
Carefulobservationofthepatternclassrepresentatives’shape
may suggest where to look for features that can offer decisive
classiﬁcation criteria. First of all, one can divide the whole DFT
domain into three regions, according to the pattern class repre-
sentatives’ dissimilarities: In the ﬁrst region, ranging from 0 to
550 Hz approximately, the guitar representative is higher. In
the second region, ranging from 550 to 1800 Hz approximately,
the piano representative is dominant. In the third region, in-
cluding frequencies greater than 1800 Hz, the guitar represen-
tative is slightly higher.
Notice that the guitar class pattern demonstrates a high
spectral peak and at the same time most of its higher values are
locatedaroundthispeak.Onthecontrary,thepianoclasspattern
values are more uniformly distributed in the ﬁrst and second
region. Based on these observations, the following piano–guitar
discrimination features have been extracted.
A. First Classiﬁcation Feature
If one considers the area enclosed by the ﬁnal nontonal pat-
tern of a note, which we will name “nontonal” area,
a ﬁrst discrimination feature might be which percentage of this
area is found in each of the above regions separately. In fact,
for the ﬁnal nontonal pattern of every recorded note of the
training set, the percentages of the nontonal area cor-
responding to each of the above-mentioned three regions have
been obtained. Subsequently, a simple statistical processing ofFRAGOULIS et al.: AUTOMATED CLASSIFICATION OF PIANO–GUITAR NOTES 1045
Fig. 5. Guitar class patterns corresponding to the three frequency bands, deﬁned in Section III.
Fig. 6. Piano class patterns corresponding to the three frequency bands, deﬁned in Section III.
these percentages is performed and their histograms are evalu-
ated as follows:
then one divides all three intervals into equal
subintervals and computes all corresponding relative frequen-
cies of appearance , thus obtaining the three histograms.
From this analysis, it follows that the relative frequencies’
curves do not overlap, as illustrated in Fig. 8. This result indi-
cates that the percentage of the nontonal area belonging to the
second region, namely the one ranging from 550 to 1800 Hz
approximately, may constitute a ﬁrst really good criterion for
piano–guitar classiﬁcation.
We must emphasize that, if the same classiﬁcation procedure
is applied to the magnitude of the whole spectrum instead to
its ﬁnal nontonal pattern only, then the results are dramatically
different, in the sense that the relative frequencies’ curves (his-
tograms) are highly overlapping, as shown in Fig. 9.
Notice that if one uses the percentage of energy in the second
region instead of , where1046 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON AUDIO, SPEECH, AND LANGUAGE PROCESSING, VOL. 14, NO. 3, MAY 2006
Fig. 7. Comparative demonstration of the guitar and piano class patterns corresponding to the three frequency bands, deﬁned in Section III.
Fig. 8. Nontonal part of the notes: Frequency of appearance (histogram) of the second spectral region relative magnitude a .
and the second region length, then the obtained histograms
slightly overlap.Thus, the corresponding discrimination feature
offers poorer results than the one based on .
B. Second Discrimination Feature
SincefromFigs.4and7itisinferredthattheclassrepresenta-
tivepatternsofguitarandpianohaveaquitedifferentmagnitude
distribution in the ﬁrst two regions, then the centroid position of
the ﬁnal nontonal pattern may be used as a second discrimina-
tion feature.
By obtaining the centroid positions of the union of
the ﬁrst and second region for all nontonal patterns ,
and applying the aforementioned statistical processing to these
data, the curves illustrated in Fig. 10 result. The two curves that
correspond to piano and guitar, respectively, have a very small
overlapping region. Thus, the centroid position of the ﬁnal
nontonal pattern can provide a good criterion for piano–guitar
classiﬁcation.
On the contrary, the centroid position of the whole spectrum
generatesconsiderablyoverlappingfrequencycurves,asFig.11
demonstrates.
C. Third Discrimination Feature
As already mentioned above, the higher values of the guitar
class pattern are located in a narrow area, while the corre-
sponding piano values are more uniformly distributed in the
ﬁrst and second region. In order to quantify this difference in
the single notes nontonal spectral patterns of guitar and piano,
we have applied the following procedure:FRAGOULIS et al.: AUTOMATED CLASSIFICATION OF PIANO–GUITAR NOTES 1047
Fig. 9. Total spectrum of the notes: Frequency of appearance (histogram) of the second spectral region relative magnitude a .
Fig. 10. Nontonal part of the notes: Frequency of appearance (histogram) of the 1st and 2nd spectral region union centroid position CP .
We deﬁne a suitable threshold , which is usually chosen
to be inversely proportional to the standard DFT window length
WL. A good choice seems to be . We then
calculate the number of points in the second region where the
ﬁnalnontonalspectralpattern isgreaterthanthreshold
. The estimated number of points is expressed as a per-
centage of the number of points with nonzero nontonal
content in the ﬁrst and second region.
After applying this classiﬁcation procedure to the training set
nontonal spectral patterns, we have obtained a certain distri-
bution of this percentage for the guitar and piano. The corre-
sponding histograms are shown in Fig. 12. From this ﬁgure one
deducesthatthisfeaturemaybethebasisforadecisivecriterion
for guitar-piano timbre classiﬁcation.
Itmustbestressedonceagainthat,ifthisclassiﬁcationproce-
dureisappliedtothemagnitudeofthewholespectruminsteadto
its ﬁnal nontonal pattern only, then the obtained histograms are
highlyoverlappingasshowninFig.13.Therefore,thisdiscrimi-
nation procedure, when applied to the whole spectrum, does not
offera decisiveguitar-piano classiﬁcationcriterion.
D. Decisive Criteria for Piano–Guitar Classiﬁcation
Based on the above discrimination features, a number of very
efﬁcient piano–guitar classiﬁcation criteria has been developed.
In fact, consider an arbitrary single note generated by either a
guitar or a piano. Then, in order to classify it, one ﬁrst extracts
the nontonal pattern as described above and subse-
quently computes the quantities
1) describing the second region nontonal area;
2) CP, namely the centroid position in the ﬁrst and
second region;
3) indicating the number of points in the ﬁrst and
second region with .
The classiﬁcation of the unknown note can be performed using
the following three criteria.1048 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON AUDIO, SPEECH, AND LANGUAGE PROCESSING, VOL. 14, NO. 3, MAY 2006
Fig. 11. Total spectrum of the notes: Frequency of appearance (histogram) of the 1st and 2nd spectral region union centroid position CP .
Fig. 12. Nontonal part of the notes: Frequency of appearance (histogram) of the second spectral region relative number of points corresponding to magnitude
values over the threshold T .
Criterion 1: A tested sample note is classiﬁed as a piano
note, if . Otherwise, it is classiﬁed as a guitar note.
Criterion2: Atestedsamplenoteisconsideredtobeaguitar
note, if the centroid position CP in the ﬁrst and second
region is found below 463 Hz. Otherwise, it is considered to be
a piano note.
Criterion 3: A tested sample note is classiﬁed as
a guitar note, if , where
# ,( #
stands for the cardinal number of the set that follows it).
Otherwise, it is classiﬁed as a piano note.
We have used the remaining 443 piano and 311 guitar sample
notes as a test set and we have applied the aforementioned
process on this set, as well as each of the above three criteria
separately, for classifying between piano and guitar. The results
are presented in Table I. According to the obtained results, each
of criteria 1 and 3 is very powerful for classifying between
piano and guitar. Criterion 2 is less powerful when compared to
1 and 3. Notice, that criteria 1 and 3 offer the same success rate
independently of the choice of the training/test set. However,
in multi instrument classiﬁcation experiments, using the three
criteria simultaneously may offer an advantage, since one
criterion may fail in the cases where the other two classify the
instrument successfully.
V. CONCLUSION
Inthispaper,amethodfordiscriminatingthepianoandguitar
timbre is presented. This method employs various techniques
for processing the note signals of an instrument, which are fol-
lowed by corresponding perceptual experiments. In this way,
one may alter a number of physical characteristics of a note
in the time and/or frequency domain and then one may decideFRAGOULIS et al.: AUTOMATED CLASSIFICATION OF PIANO–GUITAR NOTES 1049
Fig. 13. Total spectrum of the notes: Frequency of appearance (histogram) of the second spectral region relative number of points corresponding to magnitude
values over the threshold T .
TABLE I
SUCCESS RATE OF PIANO-GUITAR CLASSIFICATION,F OR EACH OF THE THREE SELECTED IDENTIFICATION CRITERIA,S EPARATELY
if these characteristics play an essential role to the instrument
timbre sensation.
Application of this approach to the piano guitar timbre dis-
crimination led to the original conclusion that a decisively im-
portant factor in both the perceptual and the automated instru-
ment identiﬁcation process is strictly related to the nontonal
spectral content of a note. This ascertainment allowed for the
development of two powerful criteria for the discrimination be-
tween guitar and piano with a 100% success rate independently
of the choice of the training/test set. The experiments have been
performed on 612 isolated guitar notes and 926 isolated piano
notes, over the full pitch range of each instrument.
It seems that the introduced novel methodology can be ap-
plied to many other instruments in order to specify the set of
those note physical characteristics that bear the decisive part
of instrument timbre and for the development of powerful dis-
crimination criteria. In particular, we will investigate the extent
to which the information associated to the note nontonal part
can be employed to achieve automatic multi-instrument timbre
identiﬁcation. In fact, extensive research is currently carried out
toward these directions.
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